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Our next meeting, on a Sunday afternoon on October 16th.

This Is a meeting with a difference.
will be Interested.

cable trams.

We hope that families

Children would be Interested in MeIbourne s

EVERYONE IS WELCXDME TO ATTEND.

We will show a video film of the cable tram system that ran

in Melbourne fjrom 1^885 TO 1940i
This remarkable
transport system was powered by cables in tunnels from central
power stations. The cars were joined to the underground cables
by shafts operated by the driver.
The driver's and conductor's efforts to form a union created
great problems.

N.B. This is a different date, a different meeting
place and a different time.

Place of Meeting

Vehicle

Builders Union

61 Drummond

Street

Carlton.

Time

2.30 p.m.

Date

Sunday aft^noon, 16 October.

Topic

Vidd"o - Melbourne Cable Tram system

■

JOHN ARROWSMITH WILL SPEAK BRIEFLY ON
THE STRUGGLE TO FORM THE TRAMWAYS UNION.

Eureka - Exciting Program on December 3rd and 4th.
The Eurfeka celebration for the Bicentenary year In December
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We feel proud to be associated with

such an important event in our nation's history.

The tentative program is as follows:
/

Saturday 3/12/88

1.00 p.m.

Commemoration ceremony at Old Ballarat Cemetery - soldiers

graves and miners memorial.

3.00 p.m.

"Family Reunions" Picnic (of individual families and all

of "Eureka's Children") at Eureka Stockade gardens, Stawell Street,
Ballarat.

This function will extend into the evening and

entertainment (bush bands, films, recitations, etc.) will be

provided.

We would encourage people to attend in period costume.

There will be an auction of a replica Eureka flag, and the burial of
a time capsule containing a visitors book.

Sunday 4/12/88
Planned re-enactments of the burning of Bentleys Hotel and the Eureka

battle at Sovereign Hill; tours of the Eureka displays at the Fine

Art Gallery, and The Gold Museum; walking tours of tVie historic
"Eureka Trail" past points of interest of the story.

Fred Farrall celebrates hi& 91st birthday

Fred Farrall is now at the Victoria House Hospital at Malvern
Rd. Prahran

where he is the star

boarder.

When he celebrated

his

91st birthday, nurses, hospital staff and the senior sister gathered
in his room with a superb special cake baked in his honour.

So many

flowers arrived (including a magnificent bunch from the Melbourne

Branch of our Society) that a search was undertaken for additional

vases to hold'them.

His hospital room became a bower.

Fred is concluding arrangements to give his home at 52 Fawkner
Street, South Yarra to the Australian Soviet Friendship Society.
will be known as the "Dot and

Fred

Farrall House" and

will

It

be a

convenient place for meetings.

Adelaide Branch, Labour History Society

The Adelaide Branch of the Labour History Society reports that
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Kilner on Tuesday, 4th-0ctober addressed

housing problems in South Australia.

their members on

Dr. Kilner has been closely

involved with the Emergency Housing Office and with Housing Co
operatives over the

past decade.

The Branch is also holding a conference on the "Depression of

the Thirties - Lessons for Today" on Sunday, October 16th. For
furtner information phone 228 5531 or 271 3222 (A.H.).

Payment of Subscription

We are producing a special Recorder, a printed edition of 20
pages, in December.

This will deal with the events in Ballarat,

134 years ago, that led to the uprising at Eureka. . So we are
posting the notice of subscription due with this Recorder.

Would you please return your subscription for 1989 to
LLOYD

Giuseppe Di Salvo and

EDMONDS

93 ROBERTS

ST.

ESSENDON.

3040.

the Italian Contribution to

Victorian Labor.

By Brian Howe.

The death of Captain Giuseppe (Joe) Di Salvo in late August
1988 brought to a conclusion a magnificent contribution to the labour
and working class movement in Victoria by a great man.

Captain

Di Salvo will be sadly missed by the Australian Labor Party and
particularly by its Italian members.

To me personally, it is the

loss of a friend whose political wisdom was of great value.

Joe was born in Sicily and was a sea captain by profession.

At

the peak of his career he was in command of ships up to 15,000 tonnes
and visited ports around the world.

At the outbreak of World War II

he refused to join the fascists and lost command.
American

Marines

of Sicily.

and

was the first

man

on

shore

He joined the

after

the

liberation
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After the War he Joined his parents in the United States and

for three years he studied political science.

He was fluent in

seven different languages, both written and spoken.

In December 1951 Captain Di Salvo came to Australia.

He was

immediately concerned to increase the involvement of migrants in
the

trade

union

movement

and

the

broader

labour

movement.

organisational and language skills proved invaluable.

His

With the

assistance of what was then the Sheet Meta1s. Union, the AEU, the

Clothing Trades, the Furnishing Trades, the Seamen's Union and the
Miscellaneous Workers' Union, the Captain set up an office in the
Trades Hall and

founded

the

Ethnic Labor

Council.

He

travelled

the

metropolitan area and as far as Nhill to encourage migrant workers
to join the unions.

During the crucial 1950's Joe played an

important role in combating the influence of right-wing groups
infiltrating the labour movement such as the National Civic Council

The Italian/English newspaper II Progresso is the product of his
commitment

to

the

labour

movement.

During the 1960's he was active in the Anti-Vietnam War
campaign and played an important part in rallies and meetings. He

was a practical activist with a long service record held in high
regard by all who knew him and mourn his passing.

(Brian Howe is Minister for Social Security)

OBITUARY

Vale
George Seelaf died on Tuesday,August 9,

in Melbourne's Peter McCallum Hospital. He
was

7 4.

Like a number of depression victims,

George

George became interested in the labor

movement and went on to join the Communist
Party early in the war.
He was then employed as a yard-man at

Angliss' meat works; elected an organiser of
the Australasian Meat Industry Employees

Seelaf

Union in 1944; becoming secretary in 1947.
George had the widest vision of the role of
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the labor movement in Australian society.
While he became a very successful leader, and an able advocate

on behalf of his fellow unionists, he developed a wide range of

interests beyond the usual trade union concerns. He fought the meat
monopolies but was always careful to recognise the role of the family
f arme r.

George worked towards an alliance of city unionists and those

in the rural communities who were also the victims of big business.
He became well known and highly respected for his support for the arts.
He paid short story writers to contribute to the union journal, was a

leader in the formation of the Australasian Book Society, and played
a big role in the publication of Power Without Glory.
Earlier this year, about 350 people attended, a dinner in

Footscray (a Melbourne suburb) to honor him and to launch the "George
Seelaf Arts Trust Fund" to help encourage the development of the arts
in the strong working class suburbs west of Melbourne.
A measure of the esteem in which he was held came in 1957 when

he was elected to represent the Food Trade Unions on the ACTU

executive.

This was not welcomed by right-wing forces.

They spent

two years- in the cold war atmosphere of the day- preparing to remove

him at the 1959 congress.
-

one

They succeeded by the slimmest of majorities

vote.

George was a pioneer in health and safety.

He worked with

Professor Wright of the Melbourne University to encourage research
into diseases associated with the trade and worked tirelessly to set
up the first union health clinic in Footscray.

In 1956 George underwent a serious cancer operation.

He bounced

back and, with astounding courage and cheerfulness, faced eight more
operations over recent years.

Some union officials I have known held on far too long. Not
George - he retired, aged 59, from union office saying it was time for
someone

younger.

He then becaiethe first Arts Officer of the Victorian Trades Hall

Council and later of the ACTU. He was named "Citizen of the Year" by
the Footscray Council in 1983 - in more popular terms people called
him either "Mr Footscray" or "King of the West".

The highest tributes were paid to him at his funeral.

Clyde

Holding, Minister for Immigration, read a letter from the Prime

Minister, and made a moving address.

Two other speakers paid tribute

to his service to the people and his family.

It was said that George

had four great loves to which he devoted his considerable talents: His
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family - he and his wife Edna celebrated their Golden Wedding in
April, his garden, the people of the western suburbs and the labor
movement.

To this may be added his lifelong "^support of the Footscray
Football Club.

I was privileged to be among about 300 people who

said goodbye, and I shall never forget hearing a group of musicians
- teachers of the Footscray Technical School — break into the
Internationale as George was carried from the parlour.
To Edna and her family - I extend warmest sympathy.

-

Vale Stephen Murray-Smith

John

Arrowsmith.

(1922-1988)

Stephen Murray-Smith, who died after just seven months of
retirement, was one of Australia's great radical intellectuals.
He was best known for his editorship of the literary, cultural

and political journal Over1 and which he founded in 1954 while still a
member of the Communist Party.

Although his departure from the CPA

and his continuing ownership of Over1 and caused considerable acrimony
at the time, he succeeded iti keeping its columns open to writers

across the whole spectrum of the left and attracted readers from all
parts of society.

Writers he published "included John Morrison, Dorothy Hewett,
Frank Hardy and David Martin whose work was grounded in the lives of
working people and spoke directly'^to their experience.

But to the

dismay of some readers he also published work by writers like Patrick
White whose work opened up new dimensions of experience.

Similarly, while the ballads of Edward Harrington maintained the
radical traditions of solidarity and nationalism, other poets,

particularly in more recent years, upset their readers with forms
which challenged their ideas

of what literature was about.

But Stephen never allowed Overland to become the property of
the literary intellectuals or trendsetters.

The essays and reviews

he published probed and questioned accepted ideas and he continually

sought out new writers whose words would speak to all readers.
Yet, while Overland was his best known achievement, it was only

a small part of his work.

As an historian he chronicled the struggle
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to use technical education to enliven the lives of working class
children.

He campaigned for causes which included the abolition of

censorship and capital

punishment, the preservation of the

environment and the maintenance of tended lighthouses around our coasts
His studies of the communities of small is1 ands exp1ore the ties

w.hich bind human society.

To all this work he brought the enormous

energy and organising skill which he had displayed in his time with
the

Peace

Council.

Stephen's quarrel with the Communist Party was not only over
methods but about ideology.

He came to distrust all grand schemes

and to concentrate on what was of immediate and human importance.
He was always ready to take a public stand on matters of

principle but, at the same time, he maintained his -duty to criticise.
This could make him a difficult ally, but it never lessened the
staunch support and friendship he offered to all who worked with him

in whatever capacity.

-

John

McLaren.

Stephen was a valued member of the Melbourne Branch of the

Labour History Society from its earliest days.

He contributed to

the Recorder in the early days.
—

THESE THINGS SHALL BE.

L.E •

Bob Ross Socialist Pioneer - His Life and

Times - A Case Study by Edgar Ross, Mulavon Press, 181 Pages,
Hardback, $19.95.
Review

by Jack Hutson.

Although there has been an increasing number of publications

about labour history, there are still worthwhile avenues yet to be
explored.

One that has now been explored in this book is the story

of the life of Bob Ross by his son Edgar Ross.
Just the biographical details of the life of Bob Ross would

have been interesting enough because of his manifold activities in

the labour movement, but it has been made more interesting and
informative because Edgar Ross has set his father's life in the

political context of the times in which he lived.

Edgar Ross is well

equipped to do that because he also has been a political activist for
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years.

Bob Ross was a remarkable man who should not be forgotten by
the labour movement he served so well and selflessly.

This is

demonstrated by some of the bare facts af his very busy life.
1895 - founding member of the Social Democratic Vanguard in

Queensland; 1903 - editor "Barrier Truth" (Broken Hiil); 1908 Secretary Victorian Socialist Party and editor of its paper the
"Socialist"; 1911 - editor "Maoriland Worker" (New Zealand); 1913 -

organiser for VSP and editor of the "Socialist"; 1915 - publication
of his magazine "Ross's Monthly", and running a book service and
publishing business; 1921 - organiser for a short time of the

campaign for a daily labour newspaper; 1921 - member first ACTU
Executive; 1930 - Commissioner State Savings Bank of Victoria as

worker's representative; member of Council of Melbourne University;
trustee of the National Art Gallery in Melbourne.
Born in 1873 as Robert Samuel Ross, Bob Ross as he came to be

known, lived through the formative period when the Australian labour
movement was debating what should be its attitude to socialism, and
how to form a political party for the labour movement.
He was a lifelong advocate of socialism, but he was by no means
an armchair socialist as he was a tireless worker in its cause. He

never abandoned support for it as many in the labour movement did.

He fought over the years for the retention of a clear socialist
objective in the platform of the Australian Labor Party, but with no
success.

He was a prolific writer, producing numerous articles, leaflets
and pamphlets.
and

He was also a frequent speaker at political meetings

rallies.

Bob Ross took a firm stand on many issues.

For example, he was

opposed to conscription in World War 1, receiving a gold medal and
an illuminated address for his efforts.

He supported the concept of

One Big Union, and the formation of the ACTU, was active in the
fight against fascism, and during the depression supported higher
wages and shorter working hours.

He supported the Russian Revolution and then the Soviet Union,
but he did not become converted to communism.

He was before his

time when he concluded that Australia had to find its own way to

socialism and not adopt the Soviet model.

He was also before his time in his strong support for women's

rights.

In his magazine "Ross's Monthly", which began publication

in 1915, he advocated birth control, family limitation, votes for
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women, and the rights of unmarried mothers.
He was associated with other leading
as Tom

Mann, Ben Tillett, John Curtin
He

was not narrow in

and

political activists such
others.

his interests either, for he was associated

with progressive literary figures and had a reputation as a literary
critic.

He also became a trustee of the National Art Gallery.

Bob Ross had his blind spots.

He was a strong supporter of a

White Australia policy, and according to Edgar was too tolerant of
opposing views.

And "He regarded class struggle as primary, but

gave allegiance to a political party that completely rejected any
such 'notion' ".

The book also throws an interesting sidelight by a number of
quotations on another aspect of labour history, and- that was the use

of poetry and songs in the early days; something that has now been
sadly 1ost.

The book also has some intriguing historical titbits.

For

example, Paddy Lamb of the Barrier Socialist Party wanted to attend
a conference of the Red International of Trade Unions, but he could

not afford the fare or get a passport to leave the country.

However,

he was able to work his passage in the stokehold of a ship on a
false passport supplied by the notorious John Wren. (A good deed in
his naughty world!)
Bob Ross gave a lifetime of tireless, arduous service to the

labour movement^ so it is not surprising that he suffered ill health
in his last years.

Although he was active almost up to his death in

1931 at the age of 58.

Edgar Ross has every right to be proud of his

father's record of service to the labour movement.
His book is well written and illustrated, and its historical

information merits a place in any library of labour history.
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Taking Time
A

Women 's Historical
Data

A

BOOK

FOR

EVERY

"TAKING

Ki t

WOMAN

TIME" is a collection

of

dates and information about

organisations, people, legislation and incidents shaping the lives
of women in Australia, focussing on Victoria.

The entries are

brief and to the point with plenty of references, and a useful

appendix.

It covers events from 1861 to 1987 in the areas of equal

pay decisions, equal opportunity and affirmative action legislation,
the right to vote and stand for parliament. International Agreements
(U.N. & I.L.O.) and the Koories of Victoria.

Compiled and edited by Yvonne Smith, with attractive cover and

cartoons by Mary Leunig, it is published by the Union of Australian
Women and available from them at 280 Collins Street, Melbourne, or

from the International Bookshop, 28 Flinders St. Melbourne.

$10.00 plus $2.00 postage and packing.

Price

Enquiries 654 7409.

O'MALLEY M.H.R. by Larry Noye.

King O'Malley - and his advocacy of the Commonwealth Bank

In November 1911, 18 months after he took office, Andrew Fisher
introduced

the

Commonwealth

Bank

Bill into

Federal

Parliament. A

little over eight months later the Commonwealth Bank of Australia
opened its door to the public for the first time.

The Bank and its successors the Commonwealth Banking Corporation
and the Reserve Bank of 1959 have now been in existence for seventy-

seven years.
had

not

been

Would there have been a bank at all if King O'Malley
there?
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King O'Malley the Minister for Home Affairs in the Fisher

Government of 1910—13 launched the bold project to push a railway
across the Nullabor plains to West Australia.

He was active in

building Canberra and encouraged Burley Griffin, whose lay-out
remains in its essence.

But probably his greatest contribution to

Australia was the emphasis he placed on the role of the Commonwealth
Bank.

This American at the age of thirty landed in Melbourne.
ineligible to be a candidate for public life.
difficulty by claiming to be born in Canada.
the electoral requirements.

winnable.

He was

But he overcame this
He thus conformed to

He looked for electorates that were

He found one in South Australia which he_ represented for

two terms in the state sphere.

When Australia became federated, he

moved to Tasmania in 1900 and was elected to Australia's first

Parliament.

He remained in Federal Parliament for 16 years.

O'Malley was a flamboyant character whose se1f-proc1 aimed
knowledge of banking and whose fiery nature, gave him influence as an

advocate of state banking.

O'Malley claimed that he almost single-

handed was responsible for the establishment of the Commonwealth Bank.

And O'Malley has considerable support.

Dr. Maloney was one.

Speaking in Parliament on November 2nd.

1934, he said "Had there been no King O'Malley there would not have
been a Commonwealth Bank in Australia today.

The present Leader of

the Opposition, Mr Scullin, and others including myself helped a
little but the whole credit is due to that great man".
J.T. Lang in a chapter in his "The Great Bust" gave absolute

credit to O'Malley.

"He certainly knew his subject and had a most

constructive mind", he said.

There are many more witnesses in favour of O'Malley.

Sir Isaacs Isaacs was quoted as saying "To King O'Malley'we
owe the Commonwealth Bank".

Professor L.F. Giblin (author of the

"Growth of a Central Bank) claimed that O'Malley's influence on
banking at Federal conferences of the A.L.P. was decisive.
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However his claims have been questioned

particularly by S.J.

Butlin, author of "The Australian and New Zealand Bank" (1961) and
by Kim Beazley, Senior, a Labor Parliamentarian in Canberra from
1945 until

he

retired

in

1977.

Butlin claims that O'Malley's brand -of advocacy brought
discredit on the objective.

This was based on "the conviction that

O'Malley was a wild demagogue with a dangerously woolly mind whose
varying claims were grandiose and impractical."

However, in fact, O'Malley's policy on banking was considered
worthy of consideration not only by the majority of the Labor Caucus
but also by Deakin, Sir Earl Page and other members of the opposition.

Every policy point needs sustained advocacy to be implemented. This
is what O'Malley gave - sustained and powerful advocacy.

Kim Beazley issued a 12 page document contesting O'Malley's
c1 aims.

Mr. Larry Noyes in his study of King O'Malley deals with this
document.

"The case got up by Beazley, though detracting from the 0"Malley
role with some bitterness, in fact provides considerable bolstering

of O'Malley's claims - A number of O'Malley's activities are quite
conceded.
in

Beazley agrees that King O'Malley gave notice of motion

Caucus in

October

1908 to

censure

the

Fisher

Government for

not

establishing the Bank, that O'Malley moved at the 1908 Labor
Conference for a banking system to satisfactorily adjust Federal State finances; that O'Malley moved at the same conference that the
Bank be one of issue, deposit, exchange and reserve; that he
submitted to the conference a complete scheme, some thousands of

words and seven chapters long, with statistical appendices; that this

O'Malley scheme had earlier been printed as a Parliamentary Paper and
that it was almost certainly the most detailed scheme submitted to a

Labor Conference and that a party Federal - State Finance Committee

recommended after studying it the "Conference approves the general

outlines of Mr. King O'Malley's scheme."

The weight of evidence both from his fellow parliamentarians

and the records of the Labor Party indicate that King O'Malley was
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indeed the main instigator of the Commonwealth Bank.

The

power to advance or reject credit is one that is fearsome

to a borrower.

At the beginning of this century most people had

vivid memories of the collapse of the banks in the depression of the

nineties.

Many peope were still suffering from the hardship caused

by their losses fifteen or twenty years earlier.
O'Malley's scheme.

These supported

For the new bank, with its Federal Government

sponsorship and guarantee had advantages that the traditional banks
lacked .

But there was bitter opposition.

W.G. Higgs M.H.R. said in

Federal Parliament "It is common experience for any. man who dares to
advocate Labor policy to quickly get a notice from his bank.
must discontinue his course - or clear off his overdraft."

the power of credit.

He

This was

Bank clerks spoke to members of Parliament

telling them that they were anxious for their jobs but dared not say
anything.

In many businesses an employee who mounted the platform

to speak for Labor was sacked..

The State Governments were also opponents of the Commonwealth

Bank.

They saw the Bank as a threat to their financial independence.

The States had come to rely heavily on their savings bank as a
source of funds for public works and services.
Savings Bank

Now the proposed

Department of the Commonwealth Bank threatened to restrict

the growth or reduce the size of deposits in these state-owned
ft
.

institutions.

As the Labor Case explained "We wish to develop a people's

bank along independent lines and not permit it to be controlled by

'skilled financiers' who have shown a strange ability to thwart the
law and who were responsible for the financial chaos of 1893".

Denison Miller, Metropolitan Inspector of the Bank of N.S.Wales
was appointed as governor.

The succeeding years have seen the activities of the

Commonwealth Bank wax and wane.
was lamentable.

Its role during the Depression years

It now was managed by the Commonwealth Bank Board

whose members were selected mainly from big business circles (one
from industry, one from commerce, one from finance and one from

f
*
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agriculture) with Sir Robert Gibson as chairman.

banking 'experience' and his will was law.

Sir Robert had

He was a Toorak owner

of a mansion with large grounds, very conservative, opposed to any

credit expansion in bad times with an obsession about balancing
budgets.

As the Government headed

by Scullin inherited deficits and was

virtually blocked from new borrowing it was very much at the mercy
of this banker - dictator who said "No" even if the Senate (which

was conservative) said "yes".

Also the Board was in close and

constant touch with the Bank of England who was Australia's main
creditor.

When Australia's interests conflicted

with those of the

Bank of England, the Board bowed to the wishes of what it regarded
as its senior partner.

The Bank moved along strongly under the financial stewardship
of Labor Prime Minister Ben Chifley of the late 'AO's.

Legislation

Chifley enacted in 1945 to tighten the authority of the "people's-

bank" has been hailed as monumental.

The record of R.G. Menzies,

Liberal Prime Minister in a reCord-setting run from 1949 to 1966 and
his Country Party Treasurer, Arthur Fadden, who retired in 1958 were
likewise supportive.

This is evident in the testimony of H.C. "Nugget" Coombs.
Chifley had appointed Coombs as virtual one-man controller of the

Commonwealth Bank 1949 as Governor.

In his biography (Trial Balance-

1981) Coombs reports that with Menzies advent to power later that
year he fears the "emasculation" of the Bank and its humanitarian
functions

and

that he would

be

dismissed.

But Coombs found

Menzies

stood firm against both party and commercial pressure to remove him.

Menzies not only saw he stayed on - Coombs was with the
Commonwealth Bank, and, from 1960 the new Reserve Bank sheared from

it to conduct Government business, for an overall total of 19 more
years.

"For most of two decades (the Coalition) was ever vigilant
that there would be no horse play by private bankers" wrote J.C.
Horsfall in his "The Liberal Era". (1974).

, V'
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Max Reid in his 't'ower Struggle" (1969) attributed Menzies

with "if anything tightening Government control over the banking
s y s t em".

Now the Commonwealth Bank has lost years of leadership in

i":

profits to a private bank in 1940 and all three private banks had
stormed past it in 1984.

Today, (26th Sept) the heading in Business

Age is "Massive Dividends expected from banks" - "Average estimates
for the banks net earnings are a 43% increase to $584 million for
Westpac, a 63 percent rise to $534 million for N.A.B., and a 35

percent rise to $482 for the A.N.Z.

The broking community is once

again tipping the banks to be the share markets' star performers".
These are fantastic profits.

That is while industry, commerce and housing all suffer from
high interest rates.

The Commonwealth Bank is a slumbering giant.

Dr. Jim Cairns,

a former Federal Treasurer, saw the Commonwealth Bank of the era as

"not a people's bank at all".

Prof. Ted Wheelwright, who served a

term on the bank board ending in 1980 wrote that the Board was

"filled by conservative persons, sympathetic to the Liberal Government"

Moreover "The top management positions were occupied by conservative
persons

with the conservative ideology of the private

bankers with whom they mixed".

The "people's bank" applied tough eligibility conditions to
Australians wanting a home loan.

It forced thousands in to the

grip of the higher-interest building societies.

A manager within

the more energetic State Bank of Victoria, which was twice as big as
the Commonwealth within the State of Victoria saw the Commonwealth
as failing to use the powers it could to assist the little man in
business.

The Australian public was forced by prevailing high interest
to accept conditions which hit very hard.

What would be the attitude of King O'Malley to the existing
Commonwealth Bank?

He would champion D.J. Amos of the hungry 30's

who declared that "if the nation does not control its banking
system, its banking system will control the Nation in the interests
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of the banking system". The attitude of the Founder of Australia's
Government bank would be clear.

(Much of the material in this description of King O'Malley is
taken from the book "O'Malley M.H.R." by Larry Noyes - a book that
is good to read and is highly reco mm ended).

HUMMER
SPECIAL ISSUE

AfldroY Moore and Lucy Taksa, MERV FLANAGAN: The Australian Labour
Movement's forgotten martyr.

To mari the fifth anniversary of the revival of the Sydney branch of the ASSLH,
the editor of Hummer. Andrev Moore, and Society member Lucy Taksa have

produced a detailed tribute to Marv Flanagan who was shot by a scab during the 1917
general strike.

Those of us who recently enjoyed Judy Smart's account of the strike will find this an

absorbing read. It is a careful reconstruction of what happened to a labour casualty
in that episode of the class war. It begins with a brief outline of the general strike
and moves on briskly to describe the rough circumstances in which Merv Flanagan
lived and worked and had his being. Moore and Taksa record with vivid directness
three versions of how Merv was shot; one from the Sydney Morning Herald, one
from Merv's brother and another»from his killer. Reginald Wearne. They show how
the ritual forms of working class ceremony were observed at his funeral and

explore the monstrous injustice that acquitted his killer yet jailed his brother and
his mate for setting upon a scab. The account ends with a verse tribute by Denis
Kevans.

It is good, stirring stuff and a saluatory reminder to those of us who are wont to
become a little complacent about the achievements of the union movement. We need
to be reminded of how hard won were those things we so blithely take for granted.

The special issue of Hummer is also a welcome reminder that our Sydney comrades
continue to enjoy robust good health as a branch.

They can be encouraged by purchasing a copy, at $3 including postage,from:
The Secretary
ASSLH (Sydney branch)
11 Henley Street
LaneC^ve 2066.

Lloyd EDMONDS.
93 Roberts Street,
ESSENDON

3040.
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